
The Mapping Prejudice Project 
  
Our mission: To lead community members in the work of building the 
first-of-its-kind interactive map of racially-restrictive deeds for an American city. 
Racial covenants barred people who were not white from buying or even 
occupying certain parcels of land. Our map illuminates what parts of Hennepin 
County were reserved for the exclusive use of white people. It shows when and 
where these restrictions were put into place. 

Why are we doing this?  

The Twin Cities have some of the largest racial disparities in the country. 
African-American homeownership rates are among the lowest in the country. 
Racial covenants laid the groundwork for the disparities we face today. The map 
is a vehicle for social change. It provides new data for decision makers. And it 
invites citizen-researchers to confront structural racism. This is how we can build 
a constituency for policy change. 

Our map shows: 

● how a system of formal segregation was created, intentionally, through 
racial covenants and other discriminatory practices in Hennepin County 

● how this segregation kept people of color from acquiring property for most 
of the twentieth century 

● how this segregation laid the groundwork for other discriminatory practices, 
i.e. exposure to environmental toxins and exploitative lending 

  
How can you help?  

  

Look at our map. Read some covenants. Watch the TPT documentary "Jim Crow 
of the North." Talk to your friends, neighbors and elected officials about how we 
need to make our communities whole. We have finished transcribing the deeds 
for Hennepin County. Soon we will be looking for more citizen researchers to 
read deeds from Ramsey County.  
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The Mapping Prejudice project is building the first comprehensive map of racial covenants
in the United States.These covenants were used in most American cities before 1968 to prevent
people who were not white from buying or occupying property.

This map is a work in progress. We have mapped over 20,000 racial covenants in Hennepin County. 
We anticipate finding many thousands more before our project is finished. 

Minneapolis
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The "Redlining" Map of Minneapolis Circa 1937
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For more info, see the Mapping Inequality Project at https://dsl.richmond.edu/panorama/redlining
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